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With a new name,
combined with
improved productivity
and efﬁciency,
innovative products,
system solutions, and
services, Aventics
started on expanding
its market position,
also moving in new
directions, as of
spring this year. In this
article, we are given
an overview of these
important changes,
made to beneﬁt the
sector and clients in

AVENTICS:
FOCUSSING
ON IMPROVED
PRODUCTIVITY AND
EFFICIENCY
particular.
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A

ventics is a globally active
manufacturer of pneumatic components and
systems. The company is also a
specialist supplier of drive and
control solutions for the marine
industry and commercial vehicles, as well as inverted tooth
chains for production processes.
Since the beginning of 2014,
the former subsidiary of Bosch
Rexroth has been operating as a
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standalone company under the
name of Aventics.
Under this new name, which
combines the terms: Advantage,
Invention and Pneumatics, the
company is focussing on improved
productivity and efﬁciency thanks
to innovative products, system
solutions and services.
Aventics offers its customers
tailored, cross-industry system
solutions and services based on
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decades of applied expertise.
Aventics is one of the leading
suppliers worldwide in the area
of industrial pneumatics.

FURTHER EXPANSION OF
MARKET POSITION
Under the new name, the
manufacturer of pneumatic
components and systems also
intends to further expand its
market position. In the future,

Aventics will address industries that the company has not
focused on previously. This
includes, for example, heavy
industry and medical technology. Proven products and a
clear focus on customer needs
will come under the company’s umbrella, along with global
presence and individual customer solutions. The compact
construction and low weight of
the AV valves result in improved
energy efﬁciency and more freedom for machine layouts.
In its new position as a medium-sized business, Aventics,
which has 2,100 employees,
sees many development opportunities around the globe. In
the future, the company will
communicate more directly and
engagingly with its customers,
the majority of whom are also
medium-sized companies.
The company is a leading technology specialist for pneumatics,
for example in the integration of
electronics into pneumatic components. With pneumatics solutions for maritime applications
and state-of-the-art ship automation systems, Aventics has successfully navigated the world’s
oceans. The company’s drive and
inverted tooth conveyor chains

are used in numerous sectors and
feature strongly in the glass and
automobile industries.
In addition to locations in
Laatzen, near Hanover, and
Gronau/Leine, both in Germany,
Bonneville, France, Eger, Hungary,
Lexington, United States, and
Changzhou, China, Aventics has
an extensive sales network and is
represented in more than 40 countries worldwide.

TOOTH CHAIN DRIVES
Used in a wide variety of different applications, inverted
tooth chains from Aventics simplify conveying processes of small
or huge parts, hot or cold items,
sharp-edged or sensitive goods.
Customer orientation and economic solutions combine with
over 100 years of experience
in silent chains and more than
50 years of close cooperation
with IS-machine manufactures
and glass plants. Aventics conveyor tooth chains for high perfomance, laser-welded pins, regular and extended pitch, patented
TRILEG design ensure improved
pitch consistence. Stainless steel
plates with special plate designs
can also be customized for specific conveyor applications.
Wear-reduced two pin rolling

pivot joints are available for both
drive and conveyor applications.
Highly efﬁcient and temperature resistant drive tooth chains
for long-lasting synchronized
drives guarantee smooth operation and harmonized chainsprocket engagement, achieving
chain speeds up to 50 m/s. Small
and compact design with high load
capacity. O

AVENTICS GMBH
Ulmer Str. 4
D-30880 Laatzen
Postfach 11 01 61
D-30856 Hannover
Germany
www.aventics.com
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